Dressings by Roman

huusgmacht ORGANIC dressings –
traditional, natural, home-made

traditional | natural

Our huusgmacht ORGANIC dressing line is made with our
passion for authentic flavour and our commitment to quality
and sustainability. So it goes without saying that our dressings
do not contain any additives, sulphites or flavour enhancers.
Our huusgmacht ORGANIC dressings are made from A to Z in
Kloten, ZH.
•

No flavour enhancers

•

No artificial additives

•

No sulphites

•

Fresh and unpasteurised

•

Long shelf life (five months)

•

Vegetarian or vegan

Who we are
Making dressings is our passion and our core strength. All of our products
are made from A to Z in Kloten (ZH). In addition to our house brands
huusgmacht and KABUKI, we produce numerous private-label dressings
for customers in bags, cups, bottles and bag-in-box packaging. As an
owner-operated business, we guarantee a high level of flexibility and
personalised service.
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Our secret
recipe

Authentic –
free from additives

Ready-made salad dressings that
taste home-made? Yes, it’s possible! The secret behind our
huusgmacht ORGANIC dressings
is simple: they are created using
sophisticated recipes developed
by company founder Roman
Donzé, are left unpasteurised for
fuller flavour, and are carefully
prepared by hand. That’s why our
dressings taste so authentically
home-made.

Our classic salad dressings
develop their flavours naturally –
without flavour enhancers, sulphites or artificial additives. They
have an outstanding shelf life of
at least five months and are vegetarian or vegan. Guaranteed to
be natural and authentic – not
to mention uniquely delicious.

Amazing salads
ready in no time

Sustainable,
ORGANIC, cruelty-free

Our recipe for happiness: keep a
bottle of huusgmacht ORGANIC
salad dressing on hand at all
times. In the mood for salad, but
little time to make one? Just grab
our dressing out of the fridge for
a delicious meal that will be ready
in no time at all. Our classic Swiss
dressings are a quick way to jazz
up your salad creations at home
or on the go.

We obtain all of our ingredients
from certified ORGANIC suppliers who emphasise sustainable,
environmentally friendly production methods and animal-friendly farming practices. We obtain
our ingredients from local Swiss
ORGANIC suppliers wherever
possible.

ORGANIC in harmony
with nature
Our huusgmacht ORGANIC
dressing line is a reflection
our of conscious commitment to treating the environment with care.

ORGANIC Italian
(vegan)

ORGANIC Yoghurt
Herb (v)

ORGANIC Tandoori
Classic (v)

ORGANIC Balsamico
(vegan)

ORGANIC French
(v)

Pure Italian, pure flavour, pure
ORGANIC – mamma mia!

Delicate, aromatic, ORGANIC –
potentially addictive

The exotic taste of India –
in ORGANIC Swiss quality

The classic palate-pleaser –
ORGANIC, of course

La vie en sauce – ORGANIC,
of course

Red wine vinegar, parsley, basil
and more: bring a touch of the
Mediterranean to your kitchen
with this lively dressing, which
contains the finest traditional
Italian ingredients. The perfect
accompaniment for a sensational vegetable medley. La
dolce vità: simplify your life the
Italian way.

This mixture of Swiss yoghurt,
herbs and other fine ingredients is a timeless treat for
the palate. Pour huusgmacht
ORGANIC Yoghurt Herb dressing over cucumbers, lettuce,
tomatoes, carrots, potatoes,
peppers, pasta or shrimp for a
delicious meal that will be
ready in no time. It’s also perfect as a dipping sauce for
a piece of crusty bread.

Tandoori Love: it’s the title of a
Swiss-Indian comedy film from
2008 – and a description of how
we feel about this dressing.
Our huusgmacht ORGANIC Tandoori Classic dressing blends
the exotic fragrance of India
with Switzerland’s high-quality
organic ingredients and attention to detail. It is perfect as a
salad dressing, dipping sauce
for vegetables, a marinade for
tofu, or even a spice for soups.
The possibilities are as colourful
and diverse as Indian fashion.
Namaste!

Balsamic vinegar, or aceto balsamico in Italian, is the ultimate
culinary all-rounder. It’s a classic
combined with salad or vegetables, a surprising addition to
sauce for tofu or meat, and an
exquisite ingredient for desserts. Balsamic vinegar is never
out of place in the kitchen.
Select natural ingredients lend
huusgmacht ORGANIC Balsamico dressing its characteristic
flavour. With this dressing on
hand, you’ll be able to create
exceptional dishes in an instant.
So what are you waiting for?

Seeking culinary bliss? Just pour
our huusgmacht ORGANIC
French dressing over fresh
salad or crisp vegetables. Your
healthy meal will be ready in
a heartbeat, and our dressing
will add a touch of flavour that
tastes decidedly home-made.
Oh là là, c’est magnifique: organic herbs lend this dressing
its tangy, straight-from-theProvence flavour, while fine
mustard adds a cheeky dash
of spice. Et voilà – with huusgmacht ORGANIC French dressing, dinner is practically already
served.

This is a commitment that
influences every step of
the supply chain. The
organic yoghurt for our
dressing, for instance,
requires animal-friendly
farming practices and
dairy cows with lots of
access to open pastures.
But it doesn’t end there:
the feed for the cows
must meet organic farming guidelines, meaning
that naturally occurring
manure is used instead
of artificial fertilisers. Instead of synthetic chemical pesticides, beneficial
species such as ladybirds
are used to protect plants
from pests.
With this holistic approach,
we are able to create
high-quality products that
respect and safeguard
natural resources.

